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About This Game

Solve complex puzzles, explore hidden temples, escape deadly platforms and revel in the joy of flight as you restore the
Musiki's stolen rhythms!

Inspired by tribal music, art and architecture from across the African continent, Rangi is challenging yet comfortable to play.

Close your eyes. Find your courage. Search for the path through the doors of the temple. Discover lost secrets, perhaps even
your own. Pause and meditate, but do not let the Matata's tricks deceive you. There is danger in their beauty and violence in

their artifice.

Let the Musiki be your guides, hear their song in the resonance of the world.
If you are confused, do not be frustrated. The world is confusing.

If you make mistakes, patiently correct them. There is no shame in learning from missteps.
If you feel you can't go on, look around. Perhaps the Musiki are trying to show you something.

Move like the wind, flow like the water, be as strong as the stone beneath your feet. You will find your way.
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Title: Rangi
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Funsoft
Publisher:
Digigo
Release Date: 3 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 - 64 bit

Processor: Intel i5-4590 equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 1060 3GB / AMD equivalent or greater

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 10 GB available space

Additional Notes: VR Headset required, 2x USB 3.0 ports

English
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Fun runner game with easy achievements! Recommended. :D. No nudity like it says.. Fair warning: most planets are re-skins. If
you're OK with that, go wild.. As expected, there was some good things about Fox Hime Zero, but it had its problems too,

Let's start with the pros:
+Good Graphics
+Live2D Effects
+Good Price
+Voice Acting

Cons:
-The grammar is kinda bad and the writing is very simple
-Cliche romance
-This is a Kinetic Novel with no choices and with only one ending

The two best things about Fox Hime Zero when compared to Fox Hime is that it has Live2D, and the ending is much better 
 since you're not forced to date some underdeveloped character you have no emotional attachment to.

If you have read through Fox Hime, I don't recommend Fox Hime Zero since it doesn't have that much story to add to Fox
Hime. The writing was simple and plain so I skipped most of the narration in between dialogues as they were completely
unnecessary (I did read the few lines that did relate to the main plot).

The other Fox Hime game has better plot and more character development for both of its characters, which include Mori, and
another female human. I would recommend checking out Fox Hime instead. And if you already have, then forget about Fox
Hime Zero.. Fantastic game. The only down side was that it finished before I was ready to stop playing it.. low effort cr@p. fyi,
the earth rotates on its own.. Very interesting mechanic. Loads of potential.

However...

No key rebinding. Making everything mouse control only.

Awkward touch UI using mouse (see prev point) = Often won't register the initial 'Link' ability click. (Bug?)

Often, spell effects obscure the element of the target node making it almost impossible to know which it is until the effect wears
off. A simple hover over element name would help.

Until you've grinded your way through the levels to unlock the element switching spell, you are often totally blindsided by stages
where there is no way you can win, due to random element starts. If not initially, a SINGLE mistaken capture by the wrong
element will cause it.

While you can pause the game, there is no way to scroll the map while paused. The fact that the game FORCES a standard zoom
level makes this frustrating. Why even have a zoom feature if you forcefully auto reset it?

It is obvious this is an abandoned, port, from mobile devices so I find no reason to expect any of the above issues to get resolved
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so, I am unable to recommend this title.

That is, unless you think it is worth the risk during its regularly deep discounts.
. It's really interesting! u can only express urself by ur left hand... but i don't know how to express myself actually... it's really
embarrassing when u do a wrong gesture in wrong time.... WARNING TO PEOPLE ON WINDOWS 8:

I followed all the steps on the community forums etc as to how to make this game compatible and make it run and still no luck!
Steam is a great gaming service however they really need to crack down on selling broken games and make sure they are
compatible with all operating systems.

Id advise you to stay away from this one!. I'm giving this a negative reccomendation, but also suggesting if you really want this...
get it while it is really cheap on sale.

To be completely honest... the game is competent at best of being a sidescrolling shooter.
It is short, about an hour, has a variety of weapons that differ just enough to warrant them, and the shooting itself isn't too bad.
The most glaring issues are the overpowered stunlocks that can screw you over on higher difficulties, the sheer volume of
enemies that are thrown at you at times (stacked on top of the stunlocking), and especially a couple bosses that basically are all
about stunlocking you (see a pattern here?). After a bit, you will bunnyhop as often as possible to avoid this problem (or at least,
try to, it can still get you.
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It's a fun enough game. Was a bit short. I would wait for it to go on sale before purchasing though.. Actually pretty decent game
- enjoying it even if it is still early stages. However; i could not find a bow to buy or the scroll thing for it on the main island so i
ventured on a voyage onto another island only to get stuck on a piece of wall to then sink to the depths of the ocean under the
map and now my character is stuck. However; the games artstlye is okay, the ui is pretty good and playability is good. Worth a
try and its free! Just hope they don't make it p2w and add a membership system to see more islands like runescape. Name is
KingFlynn if you can fix my stuck character. Loved this game. I have been following this game from itch.io for a whole year
and was pumped when it came out on steam. Highly recommend the game for those who love survival/mining/crafting with lots
of storyline. However you have to have some patience for there is a fair bit of grinding. Furthermore, I feel that athough the
game is very big with tonnes of different locations and dimensions, there isn't a lot of space for making the base your's. These
are two minor points and I understand the amount of effort and devotion gone into this game. Can't wait to see what you'll do
next!. As an F-Zero fan since the beginning I have very high hopes for this game. There's not a lot of content yet (12-14 tracks,
4 vehicles and the editor) but what it does have shows a ton of potential. There are plenty of elements from the franchise in
terms of speed, level designs and more, and while I haven't tried it the track editor adds potentially limitless replay value. It also
plays well, at least in single-player.
While I do recommend it for F-Zero fans or those who like super high-speed\/futuristic racing titles, if you're looking for a lot
of up-front content you may want to wait until the game gets closer to complete. If that's not a concern if you're impatient like
me, right now it's very much worth a purchase.. Great game!
Not as much fun without VR though.
But with VR and Multiplayer this game rocks!
But it is quite difficult though.. Absolutely unplayable. This is the worst game ever. Nobody knew a game could be this bad.
Sad!. It's on utube xd. Not good. At all. One of my favorite games ever. Interesting story, cute yet fun game play and it was
fairly unique.
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